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1. Introduction 
 

Hello and welcome! If you’re reading this, there’s a good chance you’re from future classes in 

the Character Animation program. I hope you are doing well on your projects! And thanks for 

stopping by.  

This tech paper is not necessarily to address a problem you might find in animation (though I 

may add one if I find it necessary), but to have a convenient resource for little tips and tricks 

when it comes to animation workflow. Most of it will be related to setting up your initial 

animation file so you can have these tricks all throughout the animation process.  

Some of these tips can be chalked up to my own opinion on how to do things, so I encourage 

you to use this paper as a jumping off point. Explore the Maya interface and find out how you 

can make animation efficient for yourself. But always remember: 

• Talk to your riggers! 

• Read your textbooks! 

• Ask your Professors for help! 

Those will help you a lot if you have problems that you come across. Happy animating! 
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2. Set Up Your File 
 

Set Project Window 

This may be old hat to you, but it’s incredibly important that the first thing you do is to set your 

project. When it comes to animating your short film, your set dressers and layout team will 

prepare a file with your environment and cameras. These assets will be on the server for you to 

download in a production folder to your desktop. If you open your sequence file without setting 

your project to the production folder on your desktop, Maya will not know where to look for 

the asset files. This will mess up your references.  

You can find your Set Project option under File: 

   

And your Set Project Window will pop up. Navigate to your 

desktop Server files and press set. For the rest of this paper, I’ll be 

using the files from the film Delivery for Sequence 6a, which is in 

the folder 03_Production_Maya shown below.  

 

 

It’s good practice to do this every time you open your file. Maya always refers to the last 

project file that was set, so if you had another project you had been working on with a different 

directory, your needed files wouldn’t be there. Now that you’ve set up your file, you can look at 

some of your settings. 
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Common Tool Settings 

After your project’s set, and you’ve opened your animation file, there’s still some things that 

you might’ve heard about before in class but should really make sure are set properly before 

you begin animating.  

First is the Timeline Settings. Down in the bottom right hand corner of your Maya window, 

you’ll find these buttons: 

  

 

 

 

You’ll need to make sure your frame display is set to 24 frames per second. If you start 

animating in 32 frames or 25, then you’ll have an annoying time resetting your keys. 

The running man with a gear above him opens the Playback Settings: 

 

Here, want to make sure 24 frames per second is your framerate. Also, that Playback speed is at 

24 x 1, so that the timing of your animation doesn’t seem off when you hit play. 
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Next, open the tool settings for your rotate tool by double clicking the rotate tool button. The 

Tool Settings window will open. Change your Axis Orientation from World to Gimbal. That way, 

the sphere that pops up when you use the Rotate tool won’t only show you the different axis, 

but how close you might come to Gimbal-locking them. This will help to migitate Gimbal-locking 

overall. 

 

  

Now we are past the basic stuff! Time for some fun with buttons! 
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3. Effective Animation Set Up 
 

Deselection Mask Button 

When you’re animating, you typically don’t want to be able to select anything but your rig 

controls. Unfortunately, Maya starts with everything being selectable, so sometimes you might 

select and manipulate geometry when animating.  

 

 

From left to right, the selectable objects are; Locators, Joints, NURBCurves, Geometry, 

Deformation, Dynamics, Rendering, and Miscellaneous. You want to have only Locators and 

NURBCurves on, as these will be the objects used to control the rig. Maya starts with all objects 

being selectable, every time you open the program. So you often have to remember to turn all 

those objects off, every time. Which means multiple button pushing before you even get to 

handling your rig. That’s where the Deselection Mask Button comes in handy. 

Start by clicking on the “Custom” tab on your Maya Shelf. When you make buttons in Maya, 

they are assigned to whichever shelf tab is open, so you’ll want to have a designated shelf for 

your custom tools. 

 

 

Next, deselect everything but Locators and NURBCurves. Then, click the little arrow next to your 

objects, and click Save to Shelf. 
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A button will appear on your custom shelf with the name Mask:  

 

 

 

Now, you have a button that you only have to click once to get rid of any selection that you 

don’t need. However, if you close Maya, this button will disappear. And that’s because it isn’t 

saved. In order to save your new button and have it appear in your future Maya files, click on 

the gear at the leftmost side of the Shelf. Then click Shelf Editor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which will bring up this window: 

Rename your Mask Button 

Anim_Deselect. Rename the Icon label 

Deselect (for brevity). Then use the 

move up button to reorder the Custom 

Tab to the top of your tab list, so that 

it’s open when you boot up Maya.  

And Most Importantly, press the Save 

All Shelves button at the bottom left. 

This ensures that your buttons and 

shelf position stay in Maya. 
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Quick Select Sets 

Sometimes, you want a way to key every control for a really good pose you set in your 

animation process. But it’s bothersome to select everything every time you want to. There’s at 

least more than 20 different handles on an average rig that you have to key every time, or at 

least keep track of which ones you keyed and which you did not. You could turn on the AutoKey 

function, which sets a key every time you change a value on the current key. However, if you’re 

like me, and are afraid that Autokey will soon turn your animation into a little bit of a mess, you 

can take advantage of the Quick Select Sets in the early part of your animation. These are 

buttons that can select multiple objects with one click, cutting down on your selection time. 

I’ll be using Delivery’s star character Persephone to show how you can take advantage of these.  

First, you want your character in a clear space in your scene, so you can get to the rig’s controls 

easily. Persephony, Lucy and Ghosty were all at the origin point, so I took their All_Anims and 

separated them. Do Not key the All_Anim. They will stay in the position you put them in when 

you scrub the timeline. 

 

 

First we want to set up a Select Set for all your readily apparent controls. Usually this means 

your character’s body controls, their IK legs, and their FK arms. Start Shift+ Selecting your 

controls, starting with your character’s extremities (hand and feet) first. If you select an elbow 

control before the hand control, the hand control will look like it’s selected, but this is just Maya 

showing you what the FK elbow control is a Parent to. If you don’t make sure every main 
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control is selected, there could be some body parts that will not get keyed when you get into 

the flow of animating with Quick Select Set Buttons. You can ignore the individual finger 

controls, and the IK to FK controls (arrows at the wrists and ankles on Persephone), since these 

will be controls that you won’t want to set keys for at the same frequency as everything else. 

 

Select your controls from the wrist and then go up to the clavicle controls: 
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Then, starting from the Head downward, select all your main body controls: 
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Then, with all of your controls selected, click on the Create button next to Edit. Then go to Sets 

and select Quick Select Set:  

  

 

 

 

Which will open the Quick Select Set window where 

you can name your new Selection. Rigs often come 

with an abbreviation (Persephony’s is PE), so type the 

abbreviation and then “_Body”, so you know which rig 

that the selection belongs to and that you are selecting 

all the body controls.  

Then make sure to press the Add to Shelf button. If you 

don’t then your new selection won’t appear on your 

Custom Shelf: 

 

 

 

 

 

“AB_Body” will be the Button you press when you want to set Key Pose and Breakdown 

Inbetweens in your animation process. I would avoid using them for secondary motions or 

follow throughs, as it might create too many keys for Maya present your animation smoothly.  

The next button’s purpose is to make it easy to move you character around your scene. If 

you’ve messed with IK controls before, you know that they stick behind if you move the Center 

of Gravity (CoG) control to somewhere else. It’s not to bad for close movement, like walking, or 

idle animation, but when you want your character to move far distances in one motion, it’s a bit 

annoying. You can use a Quick Select Set button to select both the CoG, IK Feet, and IK Knee 

Locators to select and move them all at one time.  
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Once you do, go to Create > Sets > Quick Select Set 

again and name it “AB_Pose”, because this button 

only contains controls you’ll need to position your 

character in scene. Make sure to click on Save to 

Shelf again to add it next to your “AB_Body” 

button:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you have “_Body” and “_Pose” set up, you’ll want buttons for your alternative controls as 

well. This way, you won’t have to bother setting them up when you need them later. Select the 

IK_FK Switches for your character’s feet and switch them to FK.  

 

Where you’ll see controls much 

like these. Select them all, 

starting from the toe, then create 

a Quick Select set and name it 

“AB_FKLeg”. You can do this with 

your IK Arm controls too, if you 

feel as if you might need it later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Persephone’s IK_FK leg 

switch. 
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Your Shelf should look something like this:  

 

 

 

 

And your Outliner should have references like these: 

 

If these objects are not in your scene, your 

buttons will not work, so make sure not to 

delete them.  

 

 

 

 

Finally, in order to make sure these Quick Select Buttons stay on your custom shelf, go back to 

the gear in the leftmost corner of your Shelf and click on Save All Shelves. This is the quick way 

to save your shelf without having to go through the Shelf Editor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And that how you can select all your necessary controls with just a couple buttons. Feel free to 

make more sets as you need them! 
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Timeline & Panels 

We’ve seen the Timeline before, when we set the Playback Settings. Now, we’ll go into more 

little things you can do with it to make you file more efficient to work with. The Timeline is 

where you’ll see your keys pop up, and where you can scrub or press the play button to see 

your animation move.  

 

First things first, you’ll want to check on those settings we mention back in Part One; Frames 

and Playback Settings. Then you’ll want to turn off Cached Playback. It’s new to Maya 2019, and 

while I’m not sure what it’s used for, it slows down Maya’s processing abilities. If it’s on, it turns 

has a blue square around it, so make sure that it’s grey.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next what you’ll do is Tear Off a view panel. In our program, you have access to at least two 

screens, and it comes in handy to have one with your Perspective view to work in, and one with 

your film’s set cameras to see how your animation is coming across in the shot. At the top of 

your View Port (the window where you see the 3d space) you should see the Panels Menu 

button. Click it, and then click Tear Off Copy:  

This should give you a panel entirely 

separate from the Maya window, 

which you can set up on your 

secondary screen. I suggest you put 

your film’s cameras here, so you can 

use your tools in the Perspective 

Camera space. 
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Chances are your Layout team also used the Camera Sequencer when they set up the film 

shots. And most likely they handed you a file where you have multiple cameras set up and 

stitch together in the Camera Sequencer. The Camera Sequencer is useful, because instead of 

having to keep multiple files for every shot and remember what values your character had in 

the previous shot to translate to the next shot, you can just animate in one file. You can even 

see your entire sequence play out before you, different cameras and all. Your Lighting team 

also only must light in one file. Your Lead Layout only has to refer to one file if a camera in your 

sequence has to be fixed. It’s just a bit easier on everyone. 

What’s not easy is when it takes over your main window, your workspace, while leaving the 

panel you set up for film shots untouched. To see what I mean open your Camera Sequencer. 

It’ll be under Windows menu > Animation Editors:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You’ll open up to this window:  
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Take the red line and drag it across the blue line of camera shots. See what I mean? Your Main 

Viewport will change to only show the shots in the Camera Sequencer. And even in you switch 

panels, it will still affect the one in the Maya window. The one with all your tools. To get around 

this, you’ll have to create an Ubercam. And Ubercam is like a snapshot of your current cameras’ 

values. It will create a keyed camera that simulate the scrubbing through the Camera 

Sequencer, but it will only affect the panel that it’s assigned to, like a regular camera. 

 

 To create the Ubercam, first select the line of cameras your film is using. This is typically the 

one in bright blue, but make sure to ask your Director or Lead Camera person in case you aren’t 

sure. It will turn yellow when selected. Then click the Create tab in the Camera Sequencer 

window and select Ubercam: 

 

It will appear in your outline as “ubercam”. Right click and drag it to your torn off panel to view 

your film’s shots where you want them. Remember, if your cameras get updated, Ubercam 

won’t change to reflect that. It’s a snapshot of the cameras you had selected at the time you 

created it. If your cameras get updated, it’s best to delete the Ubercam and create new one.  

And finally, in order to have both 

your panels play your sequence at 

the same time, head back to your 

Playback Settings (the little running 

man with a gear above him). When 

the window opens, you’ll change 

the Update View from Active to All. 

Now you can see your animation 

play from both the Perspective 

Camera and the Ubercam at the 

same time! 
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Reference Planes 

Now that you have everything set up to quickly select and view your animation, you can start 

thinking about how you’re going to import your reference. This advice will be given assuming 

that you know to take your filmed reference, put it into Premiere and export it as a jpeg or png 

sequence. Make sure that your images have numbers after a period, (ex: trip.001.png) or Maya 

won’t be able to read it as a sequence properly. Put all your images into a folder and move it to 

Source Images in your Maya Production Folder. 

In my class, we were taught how to attach image sequences to cameras and have that 

particular camera up as reference when animating or recreating a scene. However, images 

attached to cameras are size dependent on their cameras, and can’t move unless you move the 

camera itself, which may be a hassle if you don’t know how to animate a camera effectively.  

This is where making a Reference Plane can help you! A Reference Plane can move 

independently and can have an independent size. Plus, since it is geometry, if you have 

geometry selection turned off, you won’t be able to accidently move it.  

In order to make a Reference Plane, go to the Create button at the top of your Maya Window, 

go to Nurbs Primatives, and select the Option Box for a Nurbs Plane. You should get a window 

like this:  

 

As you can see, my 

settings are 

different from the 

default. You want 

your axis set to Z, 

so that your plane 

is upright. Then 

you want to change 

your width and 

length to 16 and 9 

respectively. This is 

the ratio of a 1920 

by 1080 window, 

so it will fit most of 

your reference 

files. The rest of 

your settings are 

good, so click Create or Apply, and the new plane will show up at your origin. Rename your 

Reference plane to fit the shot you’re using it for (ex: ref_shot050).  
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Then you want to give your new Reference Plane its own Shader. Right click and hold on its 

geometry, go down the pop-up menu and select Assign New Material. (Don’t forget to turn 

geometry selection back on. Or select your Plane in the Outliner.) Assign it a Lambert material. 

It’s important that you give your Reference plane a different shader than the rest of the 

environment. Otherwise you could end up with a scene like this when you import your images:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select the Attribute Editor for your Lambert shader if it isn’t already open. Here you can 

rename your shader to fit the shot it belongs to and assign your references to it. Select the 

Color Attribute checkerboard to create a Render Node. Then select File from 2D Textures:  
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Then window will open 

for you to select your 

reference images. Go to 

your designated folder in 

Source Images, select 

the first image, then 

press open:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

You should see that initial reference image 

up on your Reference Plane, and a new 

menu in your attribute editor, akin to the 

one on the right.  

You want your entire sequence to play 

when you scrub the timeline, so select Use 

Image Sequence. Image Number should 

then turn purple to represent that it’s 

using an expression to update the images 

on the Reference Plane.  

If you are on a frame that isn’t #1, (let’s 

say frame 50) and you don’t have 50 

reference images, but you want your 

sequence to start on frame 50, simply 

insert a negative number into Frame 

Offset that matches the frame you need 

your sequence to start on (in our example 

that would be -50). 

You can use this method to set up as many 

reference planes as you want. Make sure 

to group them under “planes_Reference” 

in your Outliner, just so that they are easy to find and don’t clog up your space. 
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4. Animation Tools 
 

Hot Keys 

Maya has a lot of hot keys, but here’s a choice few when it comes to animation: 

Q – Select Tool W – Move Tool E—Rotate Tool R – Scale Tool 

S – Set Key; use this one often! It will set a key for anything selected at the current frame. 

Ctrl + S – Save; use this one often as well! Don’t lose your hard work! 

Up and Down Arrow Keys – When you have a rig control selected, like the wrist, using the up 

arrow key, you can go to having the elbow control selected. Then use the down arrow key to go 

back to the wrist. Because your rig has hierarchies for things like arms, legs and torsos, you can 

use the arrow keys to quickly move up and down them instead of having to pull out your mouse 

every time. 

Less Then, Greater Then (< and >) – You can use these guys to flip between your keys! If you 

don’t want to scrub and just move from one key to the next key, use the Less Then (<) to move 

left and Greater Then (>) to move to the right. These are useful for “flipping” between extremes 

and looking to set inbetweens.  

 

Timeline 

Once again we revisit the Timeline! Not to worry, I just want to let you know about a couple 

functions accessible through the Timeline interface. When you want to select more than one 

key, to either shift them around or move them closer to each other, Shift Click and drag along 

the Timeline. There should appear a red selection box with your selected keys in yellow. You 

can move the entire selection by manipulating the inner arrows. By moving the outer arrows, 

you cause the keys to move in away from one side in one frame increments to either the right 

or left. 

 

 

Furthermore, if you find that you’ve moved your keys in a manner that causes them to reside 

on decimal frame than whole number frames (ex: 25.56 instead 25), instead of moving them 

one by one, make a selection of the errant keys in your Timeline, right-click on the Timeline, 
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then choose Snap from the pop-up menu. This will “snap” your keys to whole numbers, except 

for a few occasions when Maya decides whole numbers are decimals anyway (ex: 12 and 

12.00). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph Editor 

The Graph Editor is usually the first thing you should refer to if everything looks good in your 

Timeline, but your hand still wants to jitter in space like Garfield the cat on coffee. Chances are, 

you can find an errant tangent between keys. 

Besides the typical things you might’ve been 

shown in the Graph Editor, I’d like to show 

you some of my favorite tools. Open it up by 

going to Windows > Animation Editors > 

Graph Editor. 

 

 

You can change the values of your keys in the Graph Editor and see how it might affect your 

other keys. If you want to move your keys but keep them at whole values, you can click on an 

individual key (or Shift Click/ marquee over multiple), and then Shift + Click + Drag in the way 

you want your keys to move. Right to left for changing frames, up and down for changing 
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values. When you do this, a white question mark with an arrow should show up, then it will 

change to reflect the way you move your keys with a side-to-side white arrow, or a up-and-

down white arrow.  

 

The Retime Tool is useful if you want to move a large swathe of keys 

but keep the timing of certain segments consistent. You can find the 

button to activate it near the top left of the Graph Editor.  

 

Once it’s activated, you’ll want to double-click to create a divide between the animation you 

want to retime and the animation that you want to stay still. Then create more divides to make 

boxes around them. This will ensure that only the parts you move will be affected. Move the 

yellow handles to either stretch out or squish your wanted keys. Then, you’ll want to double-

click the Timeline (to activate selection for the entire Timeline) and Snap your keys, just to 

make sure they’re back on whole numbers. This can save you a bunch 

of time if re-timing is needed. 

If you’re running up against Gimbal-Lock, it’d be a good idea to try out 

the Euler Filter. It’s an expression that takes your rotations and 

recalculates them to transition smoothly. You can find it in the Graph 

Editor under Curves. Shift Select or marquee the two keys that are 

being affected and select Euler Filter to see if that fixes your rotation. 

This section stays still 

Use this handle to 

retime 

These two sections will be affected by 

the way you move the handle. 

The divide lets the tool 

know you want this 

section affected 

separately. 
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When you’re starting to get into the finessing stage of your animation, you can take advantage 

of Tangent modes. Select a key and right-click on it to bring up this menu:  

In addition to letting you change the type of 

Tangents you have, this menu allows you to 

break Tangents and weight Tangents, as well 

as let them return to their Unified, Non-

weighted defaults.  

 

 

 

 

 

Usually, tangents are Non-weighted, which makes 

their handles act like a see-saw, and the arc of the 

tangent remain in that sort of sharp turns you see to 

the right. You can change the length of them to try 

and influence how sharp it is.  Changing them to 

Weighted allows you to pull out or push in those 

handles like below:  

 

 

The other default is Unified tangents. This still 

means that, even if your tangents are weighted, 

they’ll still act as a see-saw, moving both sides 

around a fulcrum. If you Break your tangents, 

you can move both sides of the tangets separately from each other, so that one part of an arc 

doesn’t affect the other side of an arc. 

 

This kind of manipulation can be useful for ease-ins and 

ease outs, or managing arcs without use of extra keys. 

However, it is important that you leave this sort of 

fiddling for after you get your main animation done, and 

always return your tangents to Unified so that you keep a 

clean file. 
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Tween Machine 

This the section where I’ll give a little introduction to TweenMachine, a program developed to 

help animators with in-betweens. Hence the name. 

I cannot recommend enough the book in which I found out 

about TweenMachine. Called “Cartoon Character Animation 

with Maya” by Keith Osborn, it goes into how someone 

mainly familiar with 2d animation can transfer their known 

techniques into the Maya space. While not all the techniques 

(such as smear frames or animating to the camera) can be 

used for your film, it’s still a very good resource for refreshing 

old concepts or learning new ones. It’s a short and easy read, 

so I would recommend that you pick it up for your textbook 

library.  

 

Even if you don’t have the time to read Osborn’s book, 

TweenMachine’s main function is easy to get a hang of, so I’ll 

go over it in here. 

 

 

First, you’ll have to download the program from Osborn’s book companion website. You can 

find it here: Bloomsbury.come/cw/cartoon-character-animation-with-maya/student-

resources/maya-scripts/ 
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Click on TweenMachine, and it should download a zipped file to your computer. Inside the 

folder (once you extract it) is the instructions for how you install it into Maya and details about 

the main functions and some of the extra ones. It will be a Chrome HTML document. 

 

 

 

 

And when you open it, it should look like this:  

 

When you’ve finished with the instructions, you 

should have a button on one of your shelves with a 

gear that says “tweenly”. I would recommend putting 

this on the same shelf as all your Quick Select Set 

buttons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you’ve got it set up, go ahead and click on the button to open your TweenMachine 

window.  Basically, TweenMachine operates with those buttons and slider. With your rig 

controls selected, click on the buttons, or 

move the slider to create a key. Tween 

Machine creates a value, based on the 

information from keys you already have 

set. Say you have your foot placed at X 

value 20 on frame 1, then move it to X 

value 1 on frame 10. If you use Tween 

Machine on the foot control at frame 5, it 

will move that foot based on which value 

you put into the slider. If you pick 0.0, then your foot control will move to X value 10. Right in 

the middle of value 20 and value 1.  

-1/3  -1/5  -1/8    0     1/8   1/5   1/3 
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The slider has the value of -100 on the left side, and 100 on the right side. -100 represents the 

exact values of the previous key (X 20 in our example), while 100 represents the exact values of 

the next key (X 1).  You can use the slider to decide whether you would like your new key closer 

to the value of the previous key, or the key after.  

The buttons are like a shortcut for the slider. As seen above, they correspond to certain 

fractions of 100. 

TweenMachine is best used as a starting point for your inbetween. It means that you don’t have 

to bother re-setting up your pose. If you have your character crouching, then leaping up into 

the air, using TweenMachine can get you a half-way pose by only one click. Then you can 

manipulate the rig further beyond that advanced starting point. It is also especially useful for 

creating holds. On your chosen frame, simply move the slider all the way to -100, and you have 

the exact same value as your last key. In conjunction with your Quick Select buttons 

(TweenMachine is not limited to doing one control at a time), it’s a powerful way to quickly get 

breakdowns between your extremes.  

Using the interface is easier than just reading about it, so download and experiment with it. It’s 

one of my favorite tools. 

 

 

 

 

 


